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... I find by sad Experience how the 

Towns and Streets are filled with lewd 

wicked Children, 

and many Children as they have played 

about the Streets have been heard to 

curse and swear 

and call one another Nick-names, and it 

would grieve ones Heart to hear what 

bawdy and filthy 

Communications proceeds from the 

Mouths of such...

Robert Russell - 1695



A pernicious excitement to learn and play chess has spread all over the 

country…

chess is a mere amusement of a very inferior character, 

which robs the mind of valuable time that might be devoted to nobler 

acquirements, while it affords no benefit whatever to the body…

but persons engaged in sedentary occupations should never practice this 

cheerless game; they require out-door exercises

1859 - Scientific American
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“They have no sense of values, no feeling of 

wonder, no sustained interest. Their shallowness 

of thought and feeling is markedly apparent, and 

they display a lack of cooperation and inability to 

finish a task.”

An American Teacher in 1952























































































Adam, are you 

desperately sad?

How do you have the 

time to do this?
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So perhaps…



Define what on earth you 

mean by digital



Favour authenticity over 

‘professionalism’



Use data wisely



Acknowledge 

digital fear in yourself and 

others



Relentlessly help 

cure imposter 

syndrome 



Stuff we’ll still hear



Millennials/Gen 

Z



Down with the 

kids



We need an app/twitter
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